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For Nora, Pinnie,
and my teachers

O earthly animals, o minds obtuse!
The Primal Will, which of Itself is good,
from the Supreme Good—Its Self—never moved.
— Dante, Paradiso, Canto XIX

I give myself a second thought. Life is just forgetting
ahead like the carcass of a dead horse by the Niger Dam.
— J. A. Okeke Anyichie,
Adventures of the Four Stars
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Niger Lullaby
Night comes,
icky baby,
born under the four coins—
on our reed raft,
even the good storm
moves off.
Every knife
you push in a man
will want out.
So the heart’s room is black.
Listen, cloud curls, even
grackles bear a gold mouth:
they say stay in dreams
born on a sickbed,
o night beach—
bring your flame
under black burlap,
no matter what.
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Poem for a Child’s Voice
The first sound I hated came from the forest, so I went there.
I didn’t wake up blindfolded. I didn’t come to a door.
The moss was all
above me, half-lit, map damp.
I thought: it will never be easier than now.
Fought barely at first
against a steady massacre of clouds
in the arms of the pines, unashamedly
sharpened. Soon, trees were not tall enough—
their seeds rustled
like they owned the only longing,
& all the flaws that render a future.
Kept turning under and under every buried thing
until deep was not under but across.
To think I started with actual traps,
and the advice that my own notions were encoded:
instead, I found a trash heap, and train tracks. Heaps and heaps
of leads.
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Make Belief
My live-in nurse says optimistic people will often see
brown as a shade of purple. But the self implies a horizon,
I don’t say. She rouses me in order to change the bedclothes.
Just be thankful you have a breath to hold! Strange I have risen
at all, into this weird, white body, which I have not forgiven
for bruising up, freezing over, trying to leave me. Outside:
distance. The self is always on the horizon. How can I help it
if I look forward to a little loss. And actually, moonlight is warm,
yellowing—sunlight is bluish. Be careful of false clarity,
she says. How little I need to breathe! In three seconds
I will unfold and allow myself another blanket,
even if it brings nightmares: headless doves, singing.
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Under Age
—under a crusted hair cascade I won’t move for school photos.
I see this planet, ok: ticking insects blanketing an egg.
I ignore most everything.
I don’t believe the film of me will survive anyway
so I just keep living it. Ever under teachers in their foul clothes,
a curdled joke in a locker, pinned by the dream of an English boy’s
torso.
Lives are too long. I’m tired of being half-formed and perverting
everyone. What haven’t I tried? Pleats will go on without me, sweet
sucky knee-socks and lavender blubber about the mouth. I was born
on a bad raft, thanks; I’ll loom where my power creeps out.
I’ll enact me a black boyfriend and find my fringes
under the weekend. Next century, up my skirt. Once I was a sponge,
now neon, lunatic.
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And How Did Your Rapture Turn Out?
Once I
woke up laughing.
Saw the limbs of the pine
row and paw. I heard bells, split geologic.
Did anyone take a photo of me
while I was in the coma? Why, no. No one thought to.
Before, the nights froze in acid orange
streetlight, and we walked in thin shadows.
That was the first time I felt young.
There was no future.
But I came out on the other side—so
your millennium wasn’t like mine,
so what. Remember catching that wet rabbit?
How did it feel. Like dusk—
start at the stars and drop west & the light goes apocalyptic:
indigo, ultramarine, cobalt, turquoise, cerulean.
I said come watch the bats with me,
once. I just kept up.
That’s how.
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